
Summers Hall East Barn, Blackmore End, Essex.

North open range view

into north-west corner.

Shows cut return of

what was original end

to this building with

timber frame infill.

Plastered gable to the

west. Beyond this point

brickwork changes and

is part of the western

north-south range.

Door in west wall

appears to be C18 so

could have been

moved from the end

wall of the north range.

This corner a closed

room after C19 build.

Junction of walls to the north showing later build on the left tending

to fall away.

Same wall from the north showing

later brickwork to the right.

View to west showing end truss of north range. View to north showing how west range linked to north.
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Summers Hall East Barn, Blackmore End, Essex.

View to north with east barn, late C18/early C19 stable

beyond with open area at the north. Mid C19 shelter

and storage to the west. C19 yard closure wall to the

south-east. 

Mid C19 shelter and storage sheds to the west of the

yard. Good northern quoined brick pillar to sheds but

infill wall uncoursed flint and random brickwork.

View to south in C19 shelter/storage sheds with

minimal partitions removed but plastered area of

gables left in place. Both windows are late

insertions. Brickwork only fair faced to outside west.

Typical area of roof structure with re-cut reused timber

and all reworked in twentieth century. Was closed

brick end wall under gable against start of open area

to the north.

1.  South door typical mid C19 construction. Slightly wider than other doors. This store was north of the most

     southern store which had access from the south gable wall.

2.  South intermediate door normal width construction similar to 1.

3.  North C19 door very similar to 2 for access to the open fronted section.

4.  North door. This is earlier construction and may have been moved when C19 range added. would have given

     access to the small corner room.
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